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Our Mission
The Marietta Times
has built a large, local audience serving
Washington County
and surrounding counties - more than 19,386
readers every day in
print and online. Our
daily print audience is
13,690 readers and our
average daily online
audience is 5,696. Our
mission is to match our audience with your customers through
an individualized marketing strategy using our print and online
products.
Our Philosophy
Our advertising consultants are taught to listen first. We want
to hear about your business, your customers and your goals.
Then, we’ll provide the consultation, creative services and targeted audience you need.
Our Pledge
We pledge diversity. We offer a very diverse product portfolio.
From online advertising options, to display ads, to inserts and
front page ad-a-notes, we can customize an effective campaign just for you.

Advertising

Lisa Northcraft, Advertising Director
Ext. 360 • lnorthcraft@MariettaTimes.com

Classified

Mary Jo Miller, Advertising Manager
Ext. 350 • mjmiller@NewsandSentinel.com

700 Channel Lane, Marietta, OH 45750
www.MariettaTimes.com
To advertise: 740-373-2121
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Audience demographics
At home
					Marietta		Washington County
Population				13,673		60,155
Household 				5,764			25,378
Ownership rate			54.3%			73.9%
Median home value		
$99,100		
$119,400
Education
Population 25 years and over
Less than 9th grade
9th to 12th grade, no diploma
High school graduate
Some college, no degree
Associate’s degree
Bachelor’s degree
Graduate or professional degree

1.90%
7.90%
36.10%
18.70%
10.10%
15.90%
9.40%

Gender
Male
Female
Median age

48.9%		 49.2%
51.1%		 50.8%
35.9 years		
43.8 years

Household Income
Median household income
Less than $10,000
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 or more

$35,566		
12.80%
8.60%
15.90%
12.20%
14.70%
13.40%
10.30%
7.30%
2.00%
2.80%

2.80%
7.30%
41.70%
20.90%
9.40%
11.60%
6.40%

$46,021
8.30%
6.00%
12.20%
11.30%
16.20%
17.60%
12.80%
10.70%
2.40%
2.40%
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PROGRESS • Friday, March 22, 2019
SPOTLIGHT ON: HEALTH CARE
By Janelle Patterson
The Marietta Times
jpatterson@mariettatimes.com

well, which solidified for
me the issue.”
Recruitment and retention of all kinds of health
care and behavioral health
care positions are key, said
both Hughes and Weaver.
“I think there are multiple reasons why the shortage exists,” said Hughes.
“The better the economy,
the more mobility of a
workforce, it’s like the
housing
market
where
there’s
more
a
demand
than supply right
now
in
these
Hughes
fields.”
Weaver
said to encourage recruitment and retention Memorial has utilized tuition forgiveness programs and
partnerships with training
institutions like Washington State Community College.
“We’re having to be
more proactive and creative in how we recruit to
retain those students as
professionals,” he said.
According to the Pew
Research Center, that outstanding student debt will
be a significant factor in
where the younger working populations choose to
set down roots and work.
Compared with earlier
generations, more Millennials have outstanding student debt, and the amount
of it they owe tends to be
greater, said the center in
an analysis published last
month.
It said the share of
young adult households
with any student debt doubled from 1998 (when
Gen Xers were ages 20 to
35) to 2016 (when Millennials were that age).
Also,
the
median
amount of debt was nearly
50 percent greater for
Millennials with outstanding
student
debt
($19,000) than for Gen X
debt holders when they
were young ($12,800).
“And unfortunately the
fields,
especially
in
behavioral health and
social services aren’t
keeping up salary-wise
with the debts these students are taking on to be
certified to provide these
services,” said Hughes. “I
think the next steps are
looking at our costs of
higher education and the
processes for getting certified, not necessarily to
make the qualifications
less but for making it more
accessible.”
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Many health professionals use assistance equipment also to move patients from a bed to a chair and back to bed.

Those in the medical field require strength, stamina
In a work environment
invariably centered on the
health and wellness of others, hospital staff can forget
to take care of themselves,
says Senior Director of Therapy Services Ann Marie
Lowers of the Memorial
Health System.
And the development of
carpal tunnel syndrome, tennis elbow and other maladies
usually associated with
sports or labor-intensive jobs
can also be found in medical
practitioners, she said.
“Like with sonographers,”
she explained. “It’s not
heavy equipment— but it’s
the length of time in that
position to get a good study.
When looking at the heart,
they’re wrapped around a
patient and lifting up for a
long time.”
She likened the strain to
holding up a bag of groceries
for 20 minutes and repeating
the practice often.
But the practice of medicine, and for its professionals, is progressing, she said.
“I think it’s becoming a
much healthier culture here
as well and hopefully we’re
modeling that to our
patients,” Lowers continued.
“And we need to take it seriously, we want to be in our
careers and enjoy them and
feel good at the end of the
day.”

Question: So
many
know
about the
physical
aptitude
tests police
officers
Lowers
and firefighters are
required to
maintain,
but
what
about in the
medical
community?
Answer:
Depending
on your role, you may not be
required to do CPR regularly, but if you think about our
emergency teams, they need
to be prepared to run.
Core strength in our
world, if you think about it,
means being able to stand,
and if they’re in a bed, we
have to be able to lean forward and listen to their heart.
In our jobs, you need to be
able to move at a reasonably
good clip in a code blue for
instance. If their heart has
stopped beating there’s no
walking going on in that situation.
You need to be able to
walk and climb a flight of
stairs more than once per
day.
You need to be able to
walk a quarter mile or more

Friday, July 26, 2019

• Big Winter Event
• Spend Your Refund

Growing field has an impact on the Valley
By 2025 general estimates show that 75 percent
of the workforce will be
made up of two generations:
Millennials and Generation
Z.
“We’re looking at those
same numbers, and right
now there are not enough
kids going into the medical
field,” said
Dan Weaver, director
of human
resources
for
the
Memorial
Health System, which
has
two
Weaver
hospitals,
an
additional emergency room and
several outpatient clinics
across the Mid-Ohio Valley.
“From the hospital side, we
have a workforce development plan and have done
some particular recruitment
and targeting in middle and
high schools too, to encourage students to consider
careers in the medical field.”
Millennials, according to
the Pew Research Center,
are those born between
1981 and 1996. Generation
Z is the following demographic born between 1997
and 2002—meaning right
now that generation is
between the ages of 7 and
22.
The aging population of
Baby Boomers and Generation X will require more
health care providers,
technicians and expertise
in coming years, said
Weaver.
But across the medical
and behavioral health
fields,
hospitals
and
human service providers
are already anticipating
and experiencing shortages in their areas.
Hilles Hughes, assistant
director of the Washington
County Behavioral Health
Board, said the shortages
in providers is already a
strain in the area.
“I was recently at a
meeting at Nationwide
Hospital in Columbus,”
said Hughes. “Part of what
I realized when I first
came into this role is what
an incredible shortage we
have in our county in
terms of behavioral health.
That’s prescribers, social
workers, counselors, psychologist, etc. But when I
reached out to Nationwide,
I had this assumption that
because they’re in an
urban area, they weren’t
experiencing the shortage.
I found out they are experiencing the shortage as

January
• Brides and
Grooms

without stopping, even jog at
least 100 yards and able to
lift at minimum 25 pounds
without strain.
And you need to have the
aerobic and hip, back and
core strength to be able to
sustain providing CPR for no
less than five minutes.
Q: How can these
strengths be beneficial?
A: Of course in different
roles, you’ll need specific
strengthening and stretches
to take care of yourself, but
it’s important to address any
nagging discomfort or sore
spots in the early days when
they first start to come out
because they’re easier to fix
earlier.
Plus, in many areas of our
work you could be lifting
patients. In lifting humans,
you need to do it smart not
only so your patients feel
more comfortable, but as an
employee you also feel safer.
Starting with being able to
lift 25 pounds covers most of
our equipment and lifting
smart using the buddy system at all times to get a
patient up is also imperative.
But the stretching too and
the ergonomics of work stations are just as important.
As a health system, we
continuously train and assess
the way our workstations can
be most comfortable for our
staff. Whether that be the
ones always on their feet in

the pharmacy or our sonographers that have to hold certain positions for an extended
period or those in front of
desks that need to practice
more hand, wrist and arm
stretching.
Q: What exercises or programs do you recommend
for health care professionals
to use?
A: Dedicating yourself to
a good walking or aerobic
program and stretching
before and during your shift
is very important.
And our wellness team
has even marked out our
stairs and walking courses
laid out around town from
the hospital so that if people
have a lunch break and they
wanted to go walk, they can
do between work shifts.
Much of the core strength
you need in medicine you
can get from a good walking
program so I wouldn’t say
everyone has to hit the
weights but a weight-lifting
circuit can in the long-term
be beneficial to your overall
health in and outside the
office.
We have been very fortunate too that the hospital
even has a wellness center,
and offers personal training
for the staff as well.

February
• Business Directory
• FFA Tab

April
• Progress 2
• VFD Calender
May
• Relay for Life

Janelle Patterson
conducted this interview.

Special
Section
Calendar

The Times prints
a variety of special sections and
pages throughout
the year. This is a
sampling of what is
planned in 2020.

Weekend, July 13-14, 2019

• Readers’ Choice
Nomination
• Summer I-77
March
• Progress 1
• Spring I-77
• Spelling Bee

June
• Readers’ Choice
Ballots
• 4th of July Events
Wedding Planner
July
• 100 things that
make the MOV
great
• Newcomers
Guide
August
• Pigskin Preview
• Fall I-77

Ray and Sheila Gates of Parkersburg won Publisher’s Choice with their 1955 Chevrolet Nomad Belair that they have owned since 1961. The car sports 350 CI 4-barrel engine.

September
• Hometown
Heroes
• Pamper Yourself
• Home
Improvement
• Medical Directory
October
• Breast Cancer
• Future and
Financial Planning
November
• My Marietta
• Veterans’ Day
Salute
December
• Buttons
• Art Calendars
• Winter I-77

Other
• Our Town
• Rally
• Best of the Best
• Mother Earth
• Front Page strips
• TV Tab
• Graffiti
• MOV Currents
magazine
Mechanics
1 col. - 1.583
2 col. - 3.266
3 col. - 4.949
4 col. - 6.632
5 col. - 8.315
6 col. - 10
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With more than 19,300 readers every day

Our audience gives you a large target to reach.
Print

Audience

Digital
Newspaper digital content is over 50% more likely to
be re-tweeted than all other local media, including
local television and radio and cable television.

Audience

SOURCE: News Media Alliance November 2015

13,690

Daily Readers

61,617

58% of college graduates and 61% of those with
advanced degrees read the print newspaper
during the week.
SOURCE: News Media Alliance November 2015

SOURCE: AAM Quarterly Data Report, Q3 2018

190,088

Monthly User Sessions

16,423

Weekend
Readers

Monthly Unique Users

Nearly six in 10 (56%) adults with households incomes
of $100,000 or more read the print newspaper
during the week.
SOURCE: News Media Alliance November 2015

3

608,935

Monthly Pageviews

SOURCE: Google Analytics Nov. 1 through Nov. 30, 2019
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Print
Advertising
Sample Ad Sizes
& Pricing
Mechanicals:
1 Col = 1.583 inches • 2 Col
= 3.266 inches • 3 Col =
4.949 inches • 4 Col = 6.632
inches • 5 Col = 8.315 inches • 6 Col = 10 inches

Pricing applies to the
sizes shown. Rates are
based on the daily
open space rate of
$32.06 pci and Weekend open space rate
of $35.37 pci. Pricing
is based on black &
white ads.

Double Truck
13 Col X 21 In

1/8 Page V
3 Col X 5 In

Color Advertising

Full Page
6 Col X 21 In

1/8 Page H
6 Col X 2.5 In

3/4 Page
6 Col X 15.75 In

1/12 Page
2 Col X 5 In

1/2 Page V
3 Col X 21 In

1/24 Page V
1 Col X 5 In

1/2 Page H
6 Col X 10.5 In

1/24 Page H
2 Col X 2.5 In

OPEN

13X

26X

52X

1 Color

$247

$242

$236

$231

2 Color

$355

$350

$345

$339

Process

$427

$422

$417

$412

1/4 Page V
3 Col X 10.5 In

1/48 Page
1 Col X 2.5 In

1/4 Page H
6 Col X 5.25 In
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Retail
Display Rates
Annul Bulk Space Rates (non-commissionable net)
Inches Per Year
100
200
300
500
750
1,000
1,500
2,500
3,500
4,500
5,500
6,500
7,500
10,000

1 time rate
Church/Charity rate

Daily

Weekend

$27.26
$23.31
$21.92
$21.04
$20.35
$19.79
$19.27
$18.51
$18.13
$17.62
$17.29
$16.91
$16.81
$16.21

$28.08
$25.16
$23.71
$22.67
$21.56
$21.37
$20.86
$20.28
$19.83
$19.46
$19.09
$18.64
$18.12
$17.19

Classified Advertising Rates

$35.37
$32.06
$16.89		
		

SEVEN IN TEN CONSUMERS

cite Sunday or weekday newspaper
edition as their main coupon source.

NEARLY EIGHT IN TEN ADULTS
have taken action in the past 30 days
from a newspaper ad, including half
who made a purchase.

Daily Rate Weekend Rate
Per Inch
Per Inch
OPEN

$27.43

$28.76

Other Classified Rates
Daily Weekend
Legal rates
$27.43
$28.76
Affidavits
$3.00
$3.00
Box numbers $30.00
$30.00
Classified mechanics
1 - 1.19 inches 5 - 6.224
6 - 7.483
2 - 2.448
7 - 8.741
3 - 3.707
8 - 10
4 - 4.965
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Digital Advertising
Let our website help
drive traffic to your
website. We can link ads
to your website, Facebook
page, or an ad.

MariettaTimes.com receives around 617,000 page views
per month, making it the perfect online platform from
which to reach your customers.
Simple pricing allows you to pick the rectangle, skyscrapper or leaderboard with a common CPM. Discount occurs
with volume.
Ad size

Targeted

Run of site

open

Leaderboard 100K- $12cpm 100K- $11cpm Target- $14cpm
skyscraper
200K- $10cpm 200K- $9cpm
ROS- $13cpm
rectangle
300K- $8cpm
300K- $7cpm
1/2 page

100K- $15cpm 100K- $13cpm Target- $17cpm
200K- $14cpm 200K- $12cpm ROS- $15cpm
300K- $12cpm 300K- $11cpm

Ads can be frequency, location on the site, day, time and
geo targeted.
SOURCE: Google Analytics

Digital Display Ads Samples
Length of Agreement

Size

Rate

Number of Impressions

12 Months

Leaderboard
Home Page

$240 Per Month

30,000 Impressions

6 Months

Skyscraper
Local News

$115 Per Month

13,500 Impressions

3 Months

Rectangle
Run of site

$500 Per Month

75,000 Impressions

Open

Varies

Average Rate
$13-17 cpm

Variety of Impression Packages
to choose from

*These are just examples of online packages. There are many other options to pick from.

Use our
numbers to
boost your
number.

234K
Local News
Pageviews

184K
Obituaries
Pageviews

126K
Home Page
Pageviews
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We cover it all - reaching the MOV
December 8 - 14, 2019
BY JAY BOBBIN

The CW’s annual superhero-show crossover
events always gather
familiar faces, but this
year’s includes some
blasts from the past.
Past incarnations of
Clark Kent and/or Superman — those played by
Tom Welling on the series “Smallville” and Brandon Routh (more recently
The Atom on “DC’s Legends of Tomorrow”) in the
2006 movie “Superman
Returns” — appear in
“Crisis on Infinite Earths,”
an adaptation of a DC
Comics series that starts
on “Supergirl” Sunday,
Dec. 8, then continues
that week on “Batwoman” (Monday) and “The
Flash” (Tuesday). The
saga concludes Tuesday,
Jan. 14, with episodes of
“Arrow” and “DC’s Legends of Tomorrow.”
Advancing elements
of last year’s crossover,
“Elseworlds,” the story
keeps alternate univers-

The CW’s superheroes unite again to face a ‘Crisis’

• Carpet
• Luxury Vinyl Tile
• Hardwood
Locally
• Laminate
Owned
We have a full line of
construction services
available

and

Operated

1785 Masonic Park Rd., Marietta, OH 45750

740.376.7141
2 x 3.78” ad

HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-3 • Closed Sunday

Brandon Routh and Tyler Hoechlin
(inset) star in The CW’s crossover
saga “Crisis on Infinite Earths,”
which starts Sunday on “Supergirl.”
es integral to the plot ...
also indicated by corresponding Lois Lanes for
the multiple Supermen.
Elizabeth Tulloch returns
as The Daily Planet’s ace
reporter to “Supergirl”
guest Tyler Hoechlin’s
Man of Steel, and Erica
Durance comes back as
Lois to Welling’s Clark
Kent.

The crossover gave
Routh a sense of completion to the Superman
chapter of his career.
“After finishing that film, I
thought I would be doing
at least one more, so
saying goodbye to the
character had not been
something that was in
my mind,” the pleasant
actor reflects. “That has

CALL AND MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT TODAY!!!
caused some emotional ups and downs for
me since then, so this
process has been really
healing for me. And also,
I think it will be validating for some fans. So
many people come up
to me and say, ‘I don’t
care what anybody says.
I love ”Superman Returns“!”’

6SHFLDO ¿QDQFLQJ
available

1500 Grand Central Ave.
Suite 112, Vienna, WV 26105
Conveniently located
next to Lowes in Vienna

304-295-5025

2 x 2.78” ad

Jill K. Showalter, O.D.
Optometrist

ONLY AT
6 x 3” ad
©2018 LCE, Inc. 68024

TV Weekly

Our TV Weekly gives readers of both The
Marietta Times and The Parkersburg News
and Sentinel a complete guide to weekly
television programming.

Washington County
Shopper

The Washington County Shopper allows
you to deliver your message to an additional 11,700 in Washington County, Ohio.

Flyers, circulars and broadsheets give an
incredible range of flexibility.

2 col. x 3 in.
Brand
Builders

2 col. x 2 in.

Frequency BRAND advertising that uses small space ads
allowing to consistently invite and welcome our readers
to do business with you, while promoting your products
and services several times per week in print and online
for a third of the cost.
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Digital Display Ad Specs

Leaderboard
728x90 Pixels

Brand Builder
Skyscraper

200x200 Pixels

Mechanicals:

160x600 Pixels

Half Page
300x600 Pixels

• All ad sizes are in pixels
• Preferred file formats:
JPEG or GIF

Rectangle
300x250 Pixels

• Maximum file size: 100K
Sizes shown are 1/3 scale.

Newspaper digital content reaches millennial audiences where they prefer to get their news.
NEWSPAPER DIGITAL CONTENT
reaches more millennials (ages
25-34) than any other age group:
97% of males and 96% of females

TWO-THIRDS OF MILLENNIALS
consume newspaper digital
content exclusively on a mobile
device.

Online readership is growing...
make sure your company is growing with it.

SOURCE: News Media Alliance
October 2016

• In June 2016, newspaper digital content reached 175 million U.S. adults, growing 14% since January 2014.

• Newspaper digital net reach is highest for those ages 25-34, at 97% for males and 96% for females in June 2016.
• Younger readers are reading newspaper media in a variety of formats.
• More than one-third (37%) of the newspaper digital audience is age 18-34.
• 56% of the newspaper digital audience is under the age of 45, compared to 53% of the total internet audience.
• The median age of an adult who uses Facebook is 41. The median age of an adult who uses a mobile device to read newspaper digital content is 39.

SOURCE: News Media Alliance October 2016
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Reach Whole Market with the Shopper
Newspaper advertising drives action.

Washington County Shopper Total Market Coverage
This weekly publication is delivered on Saturdays to non-subscribers throughout Washington County, Ohio. For ad sizes and requirements see specifications. The Washington
County Shopper is available for retail, classified and national display advertising as well as preprinted insert distribution. Pricing is available for any size ad.
DISPLAY ADVERTISING:
$5.00 per column inch
FULL COLOR RATE:
$25 flat
DISPLAY ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Thursday, 4 p.m. one week prior to publication

Preprints

PREPRINTED
SIZE		
Single Sheet
4 tab		
8 tab/4 std
12 tab/6 std
16 tab/8 std
20 tab/10 std

INSERTS
RATE
$33.00
$44.00
$53.00
$63.00
$69.00
FULL RUN
$75.00

24 tab/12 std + $87.00

Preprint Program Rates

Front page sticker
3 inches X 3 inches
Daily - $1,000
Saturday - $1,200

DISTRIBUTION OF
11,568 REQUIRED

Non
Contract

12 Per
Year

26 Per
Year

52 Per
Year

75 Per
Year

100+ Per
Year

2 Page

$48

$47

$46

$45

$44

$41

4 Page

$60

$59

$58

$57

$56

$55

8 Page

$77

$75

$70

$67

$62

$57

12 Page

$77

$75

$70

$67

$62

$57

16 Page

$77

$75

$70

$67

$62

$57

20 Page

$77

$75

$70

$67

$62

$57

24 Page

$85

$79

$77

$73

$68

$63

28 Page

$85

$79

$77

$73

$68

$63

32 Page

$85

$79

$77

$73

$68

$63

36 Page

$85

$79

$77

$73

$68

$63

40 Page

$85

$79

$77

$73

$68

$63

Commitment
Level Tab Pages
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Reaching SE Ohio

Times is daily source for news in Washington Count y
TOTAL COMBINED AVERAGE CIRCULATION
Avg Mon-Fri
5,286
Print Newspaper
5,144
Digital Editions
142
Total Combined Average Circulation 5,286
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION
Home Delivery and Mail
Print
4,347
Digital
142
Single Copy Sales
646
Total Avg. Ind.Paid Circulation
5,135
Group Subscriptions
75
Total Avg. Business/Traveler Paid Circ. 75
Total Average Paid Circulation
5,210
Qualified Circulation
Single Copy
Educational Copies
15
Employee/Independent Contractor
21
Retail/Business
20
Total Average Single Copy
56
Total Average Qualified Circulation
56
Verified Circulation Home Delivery
20
TOTAL AVERAGE CIRCULATION 5,286

Sat
6,241
6,123
118
6,241

4,342
118
1,432
5,892
60
60
5,952

21
168
189
189
100
6,241

Marietta

